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BOOK REVIEWS. 

Dr. Otto Weininger ueber die letzten Dinge. Mit einem biographischen 

Vorwort von Morts Rappaport. Wien und Leipzig: Wilhelm Brau 

m?ller, 1904. 

Dr. Otto Weininger's first and main work, Sex and Character, was 

reviewed in the January number of The Monist for 1904 (XIV, 2, p. 316), and 
we could even then discover in its author a certain nervous condition that 

indicated a neurotic and unbalanced state of mind. In the meantime his 

last work entitled Concerning the Last Things was edited by one of his 

friends, Moriz Rappaport, and here we learn more about this strange and 

abnormal man, who, possessed of high ideals, was nevertheless mainly interest 

ing on account of the pathology of his mental development. Dr. Weininger, 
as we learn from the preface, handed his unfinished manuscript to his friend 

with the remark that in case he were incapable of finishing the book, he would 

entrust him with the work. Soon after Weininger ended his life by suicide, 

Weininger was a dualist and his favorite philosopher was Plato. Next 

to Plato he loved Plotinus, Augustine, Pascal, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. 

The latter two, however, he criticised severely, blaming them for regarding 

pleasure and pain as ultimate realities, and he called theirs, as well as Fech 

ner's philosophy, "the world-conception of neurasthenics." 

The favorite composer of Weininger was Wagner. Light was to him the 

symbol of everything good, the darkness of the deep sea the symbol of crime 
and evil. His work, Sex and Character, gives expression to the idea that 

woman is principally a sexual being, and he deemed it of importance to show 

the connection between sexuality and crime. Weininger used to say, "Ethics 

is never made as a present to anyone," and also that "Good people always 

have a shallow ethics," meaning thereby that good people, who never feel any 

temptation or the impulse to do wrong, have no proper idea of the ethical 

problem and its solution. Guilt was to him the center of all his thoughts. 
All suffering is due to guilt or inherited guilt. He distinguished between 

people such as have inherited a guilt and suffer thereby, and he called them 

"sufferers," and such who transferred their guilt upon others, and he called 

them "criminals." 
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Weininger accepted the belief in a soul and conceived the idea of a 

spiritual death, which is possible while the material body remains alive. The 

soul, in his opinion, is individual. Everywhere man has his own original sin 

and this sin is identical with his guilt. "His aversion against Jews, against 

women, and against Schiller," says Moriz Rappaport, "is solely due to their 

lack in exhibiting any dualism. Weininger rejected empirical optimism, but 
he believed in a transcendental one, which he identified with Paradise." 

We recapitulate briefly what Herr Rappaport says about the author in 

the preface, page XIX. 

"When he had finished his first work, Sex and Character, he said to me : 

There are only three possibilities for me; the gallows, suicide, or a future 

so glorious that I would not dare to think it to its end/ Since then his mental 

disposition grew worse. He studied the whole summer in Italy and sojourned 

for some time in Syracuse, where he wrote the greatest part of the present 

book, The Last Things. He called Syracuse (a city facing the east) 'The 

only place where one could stand sunset.' Then he visited Calabria, the island 

of Ischia, Rome, Florence, and returned in the latter days of September to 

Vienna. Here he was frequently visited by suicidal intentions. He worked 

two nights on his 'Last Aphorisms,' and found suddenly the solution of the 

problem which had formerly tortured him, 'Not the souls, not the individuals 

are ultimate realities, even they are an expression of vanity, in that they 

attach importance to personality. The highest reality is alone the Good which 

includes all single contents/ 

"Weininger proposed to leave Vienna and to travel again, but his condi 

tion grew worse and the catastrophe approached. A dismal pessimism, which 

was also conceived as guilt, came over him. Thus he said : 'All that I have 

written is doomed because it has been written with bad intention . . . 

perhaps everything is cursed with which I have ever come in contact.' Next 

day he rented a room in which Beethoven had died. There he stayed one 

night and early in the morning, October 4, 1903, he ended his life abruptly by 

a shot into his breast." 

The fate of this man is perhaps more interesting than his books, and 

among his books his last and posthumous deserves most of all our attention. 

His thoughts are instructive mainly as documents of a pathological life, a life 

with which we feel sympathy 'because it was fated to end tragically, yet it 

contains much that is great and noble. 

The contents of the book are as follows: (1) Peer Gynt and Ibsen, con 

taining some comments on erotics, on hatred and love, on crime, etc. ; (2) 

Aphorisms, containing comments on the psychology of Sadism and Masoch 

ism (pp. 65 ff.), the psychology of murder, ethics, original sin, etc.; (3) Notes 
on Characterology, the neophytes and the priest, on Friedrich Schiller, frag 

ments on Wagner and his "Parsifal" ; (4) The One-Dimensionality of Time 
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and Its Ethical Significance, together with speculations on time, space, and 

will, and the problem of time; (5) Metaphysics, containing the suggestions of 
a universal symbolism, psychology of animal types, the psychology of crim 

inals, the animal psychology of the dog, the horse, and other general com 

ments; (6) Culture and Its Relation to Faith; Fear and Knowledge. The 

last chapter concludes with Aphorisms. 

Panideal. Psychologie der sozialen Gef?hle, von Rudolf Holzapfel, mit 

einem Vorwort von E. Mach. Leipzig: Johann Ambrosius Barth. 1901. 

A special interest attaches to this book on account of the preface, written 

by Prof. Ernst Mach, who has considerably influenced the author in the 

formation of his world-conception, which is practically a reconstruction of 

man's religious aspirations, with new aims and a new authority in the domain 

of conduct, the latter, which is called "Panideal" furnishes an appropriate 

title to the book. 

In the preface, dated at Vienna, July, 1901, Professor Mach says: 

"During the last winter the author of the present books, who introduced 

himself as a former student of R. Avenarius, visited me and handed me the 

ms. for perusal. I had never busied myself with an analysis of sentiments, 

this part of psychology lying without my sphere of interest, and the abstract 

mode of presenting the subject was at the start to me very little sympathetic. 

Thus I began my reading, to say the least, without any preconceived favorable 

opinion, as a kind of duty, but my interest rose with the progress of my study 

and I became highly interested in many of its parts. It threw certain light 

upon certain phases of my inner life, to which I, being a naturalist devoted 

to the investigation of objective phenomena, had so far paid little attention. 

Indeed, one may gain here a deeper insight into the psychology of the in 

quirer, the inventor, the artist, the founder of a religion and to the builder 

of civilization. One learns to understand how even our own ego in its 

evolution may become alienated to himself, to the very same ego in another 

phase of its development. 

"One can very well see in this book that the author has lived much ; but, 

of course, the individual psychical experiences upon which his abstract exposi 

tion is built and which give to his ideas their concrete contents, appeal to him 

more in their full reality than they would to the reader who may perhaps 

never have had analogous experiences of the same intensity and who can 

only fall back upon shadowy notions of his own experience. Further elucida 

tions of his exposition, through concrete instances, by relating typical events, 

if not his own personal recollections, would be highly desirable. The 

efficacy of his labors I confidently believe could thereby only gain. However, 

even in its present shape, the book will be helpful and may prove that, in spite 
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